»My Videos

Collection of original videos I created on the situation facing America and the White race.
Please feel free to download and upload my videos anywhere and everywhere. Links to a
MP4 file is provided below each video. Also, remember that embedded Jews at Youtube and
elsewhere may delete it and give you an infraction on spurious reasons, or possibly
even delete your account (like they did to me several times). If you do upload to a video site,
just give me credit and a link back to my home page if you can. Thank you.
NOTE: The address displayed at the end of almost all videos, “incogman.wordpress.com,” is
no longer valid since WordPress censored me. Will try to fix.

What’s Up With Trayvon Martin?

DELETED FROM BLIP TV, YOUTUBE, VEOH AND SEVERAL
OTHER VID SITES COUNTLESS TIMES.
Download

MP4 Video

The Nation Wreckers

DELETED FROM BLIP TV, YOUTUBE, VEOH AND SEVERAL
OTHER VID SITES COUNTLESS TIMES.
America used to be a great country to raise a family. What happened? See the beginnings to
changing America for the ambition and designs of others.
DOWNLOAD MP4:

Download

Watch this video I created on the Jewish Extremists and Marxists who have pushed for
radical, socially corrosive movements in the US and other White Western countries for their
own selfish political and racial agendas.
“Western civilization at the present day is passing through a crisis which is
essentially different from anything that has been previously experienced. Other
societies in the past have changed their social institutions or their religious
beliefs under the influence of external forces or the slow development of
internal growth. But none, like our own, has ever consciously faced the
prospect of a fundamental alteration of the beliefs and institutions on which
the whole fabric of social life rests … Civilization is being uprooted from its
foundations in nature and tradition and is being reconstituted in a new
organisation which is as artificial and mechanical as a modern factory.”
— Christopher Dawson
READ THIS: The Frankfurt School: Conspiracy to Corrupt
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Wake Up to the Real Deal.

DELETED FROM BLIP TV, YOUTUBE, VEOH AND SEVERAL
OTHER VID SITES COUNTLESS TIMES.
Want to know why they really make a big deal about the holocaust to this day?
DOWNLOAD MP4:

Download

DOWNLOAD WMV:

Download

Watch the video that the Jews don’t want you to. Will have you reevaluate the TV
brainwashing completely. Supremacist Zionist Jews have gone out of their way to
get this video and my video accounts trashed many times off the Internet.

The censoring Jews definitely don’t want you to see this
one, folks!

Israeli snipers have just brutally gunned down two defenseless Palestinian woman
protestors. Distant footage of this totally unnecessary Jew evil can be seen in my video
above, “Wake Up to the Real Deal.” I would appreciate you taking the six minutes to
watch it. Thanks.

911: SHEEP

DELETED FROM BLIP TV, YOUTUBE, VEOH AND SEVERAL
OTHER VID SITES
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9/11 showed that we are sheep. Nano Thermite particles proves 9/11 was an inside job.
Are White Americans sheep? Considering the recent physical evidence that 9/11 was an
Inside Job and where the USA is now going, one would be hard-pressed not to come to this
sorry conclusion.
Watch my latest video (above) on the subject, with information on the Nano-thermite or
“Super-thermite” evidence discovered in the debris of the World Trade Center destruction.
This is from a peer-reviewed study, by nine scientists from various countries and was
published in OPEN CHEMICAL PHYSICS Journal. I talked about it here in 9/11: The
Smoking Gun? For an essay on the study, by Jim Hoffman, please go here: 9/11 Research:
Explosive residues
Also, I tie all this together with the Zionist Power Structure and the obvious direction they
are now taking America with Obama, just like the “Shabbos Goy” Bush before him.
DOWNLOAD MP4:

Download

The Original White “Extremists”

DELETED FROM BLIP TV, YOUTUBE, VEOH AND SEVERAL
OTHER VID SITES COUNTLESS TIMES.
In 1776, we went to war with England to gain our sovereignty and the right to control the
issue of our own money. It’s been a hidden war to keep those rights and we lost it in 1913
with the passage of the Federal Reserve Act. The Federal Reserve is neither “Federal” nor a
“Reserve,” but the private cash cow of the International Banking cartel of Zionist Jews.
These are the forces that really control our money and where this country is headed. The
White race is truly in jeopardy due to the social changes and Global ambitions of these
hidden parasites.
DOWNLOAD MP4:

Download

The Eternal Jew in America

DELETED FROM BLIP TV, YOUTUBE, VEOH AND SEVERAL
OTHER VID SITES COUNTLESS TIMES.
The movie “The Eternal Jew,” released by the Nazis in 1940, is banned and illegal to show in
many countries today. The above video is my shortened, quicky version where I took some
clips from the film and juxtaposed still images from current events. I wanted to keep it brief,
no longer than 10 minutes (to fit most video sites). You have my permission and urging to
download and upload to any video site. I appreciate any efforts to get the video spread
around the Internet. I don’t have enough time to do it all myself. If possible, give me credit
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and a link back to this blog. It may get deleted soon enough, but some will still see it.
DOWNLOAD MP4:

Download

Some videos may get deleted by embedded ADL Jewish Censors at Youtube (for real), or
elsewhere due to Political Correctness by other Jews and spineless White liberals kowtowing the Jew efforts in destroying our race. They often even take down entire servers and
hosts just to keep you in the dark!
Share:
Email
Print

Tweet
More
Like this:
Loading...
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